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DBD plasma reactors are commonly used in a static ‘one inlet – one outlet’ design that goes against reactor design
principles for multi-component reactions, such as dry reforming of methane (DRM). Therefore, in this paper we
have developed a novel reactor design, and investigated how the shape and size of the reaction zone, as well as
gradual gas addition, and the method of mixing CO2 and CH4 can influence the conversion and product com
position of DRM. Even in the standard ‘one inlet – one outlet’ design, the direction of the gas flow (i.e. short or
long path through the reactor, which defines the gas velocity at fixed residence time), as well as the dimensions
of the reaction zone and the power delivery to the reactor, largely affect the performance. Using gradual gas
addition and separate plasma activation zones for the individual gases give increased conversions within the
same operational parameters, by optimising mixing ratios and kinetics. The choice of the main (pre-activated)
gas and the direction of gas flow largely affect the conversion and energy cost, while the gas inlet position during
separate addition only influences the product distribution.

1. Introduction
Plasma reactors have been of interest for challenging environmental
and sustainable chemistry applications, such as volatile organic com
pounds (VOCs) destruction [1,2], N2 fixation into ammonia or NOx [3],
and greenhouse gas conversion (e.g. CO2 dissociation and dry reforming
of methane (DRM)) [4]. These reactors offer an energy-rich, reactive

environment at yet relatively mild conditions, i.e. ambient temperature
and pressure, to perform the aforementioned reactions. This will result
in shorter steady-state times, giving us the possibility of quick on-andoff-switching, of interest for coupling with fluctuating renewable elec
tricity [5], because less heat is dissipated in the reactor.
One of the most studied plasma reactors for gas conversion reactions
is the dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) reactor due to its robustness,

Abbreviations: VOC, Volatile organic compounds; NOx, Nitrogen oxides; DRM, Dry reforming of methane; DBD, Dielectric barrier discharge; SOEC, Solid oxide
electrolyzer cell; PMMA, Poly(methyl methacrylate); POM, Polyoxymethylene; SEI, Specific energy input; PSD, Power surface density; P, Power; n, Number of
consecutive periods; T, Period; U, Voltage; I, Current; t, Time; GC, Gas chromatograph; FID, Flame ionization detector; TCD, Thermal conductivity detector; X,
Conversion; ẏ, Molar flow rate of component y; XTotal, Total conversion; EC, Energy cost; V̇, Volumetric flow rate; Vm, Molar volume; Sn, Sample standard deviation;
T(p, ns), Student’s t-distribution for sample size ns and probability p set at 95%; CFD, Computational fluid dynamics; RTD, Residence time distribution; MS, Mass
spectrometer
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Table 1
Different configurations used in this work with the associated abbreviation, short description, and schematic picture.
Configuration

Abbreviation

Description

Schematic picture

Long (Benchmark)

L

Traditional long ‘one inlet – one outlet’ design, 1:1 DRM mixture fed
through the bottom hole and exit via the top hole. This configuration
acts as the benchmark for our results. Performed at standard conditions.

Conditions
P = 30 W

Vt = 50 mL/min

VCO2 = 25 mL/min

VCH4 = 25 mL/min

Short

Electrode length

S

25
50
75
100 (L)

Traditional ‘one inlet – one outlet’ design, but gas flow 90° shifted, 1:1
DRM mixture fed through the 7 left side holes and exit via the 7 right
side holes. This configuration evaluates the influence of a narrow vs
wide geometry, while keeping the same residence time as in the long
reactor. Performed at standard conditions.

Traditional long ‘one inlet – one outlet’ design, 1:1 DRM mixture fed
through the bottom hole and exit via the top hole. The electrode length
is varied by replacing the standard high-voltage electrode of the long
reactor (100 mm) with electrode lengths between 25 and 75 mm.

P = 30 W

Vt = 50 mL/min

VCO2 = 25 mL/min

VCH4 = 25 mL/min

P = variable

Vt = variable
VCO2 =

VCH4 =

CO2:CH4 ratio

Long with gradual addition

Short with gradual addition

Long with one side addition

1:0
6:1
3:1
1:1 (L)
1:3
1:6
0:1

Traditional long ‘one inlet – one outlet’ design, in which different gas
mixing ratios are fed through the bottom hole and exit via the top hole.
This configuration evaluates how different ratios show different
conversions, because non-equimolar mixing will occur in the next
configurations. Note that the 1:1 ratio is the same result as in the L
configuration.

LGA

Long reactor where the main gas (either CO2 or CH4; black arrow) enters
from the bottom hole, with gradual addition of the secondary gas (grey
arrows) through the 14 side inlets, and one combined exit at the top
hole. This configuration allows for a constant addition of unreacted
secondary gas. Performed at standard conditions; each side inlet thus
receives a 14th of the individual flow rate.

SGA

1
2
3
4
5

Short reactor where the main gas (either CO2 or CH4; black arrows)
enters from the left 7 side holes, with gradual addition of the secondary
gas through the top and bottom inlets (grey arrows), and one combined
outlet stream via the 7 right side holes. Performed at standard
conditions; each side inlet thus receives a 7th of the individual flow rate
and the top and bottom inlet receive half the individual flow rate.
(similar to LGA but 90° shifted)

Long reactor where the main gas (either CO2 or CH4) enters from the
bottom hole, with side addition of the secondary gas through one of the
7 side inlet pairs (hence, always two at the same time), and one
combined exit at the top hole. Early addition will show similar
behaviour as the benchmark, while a delay of the secondary gas allows

Vt
2
Vt
2

mL/min
mL/min

P = 30 W

Vt = 50 mL/min
VCO2 = variable

VCH4 = variable

P = 30 W

Vt = 50 mL/min

VCO2 = 25 mL/min

VCH4 = 25 mL/min

P = 30 W

Vt = 50 mL/min

VCO2 = 25 mL/min

VCH4 = 25 mL/min

P = 30 W

Vt = 50 mL/min

VCO2 = 25 mL/min

VCH4 = 25 mL/min

(continued on next page)
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Table 1 (continued)
Configuration

Long with separate addition and
narrow side outlets

Long with separate addition and
wide side outlets

Short with separate addition and
narrow side outlets

Short with separate addition and
wide side outlets

Abbreviation

Description

6
7

pre-activation of the main gas by the plasma. All positions for the side
addition are tested individually, with the bottom side pair being “inlet
1” and the top side pair being “inlet 7”. Performed at standard
conditions; each side inlet being used thus receives half the individual
flow rate.

LSN

Long reactor where one gas (either CO2 or CH4) enters via the top inlet
and the other gas via the bottom inlet. The gases are allowed to react
individually before mixing in the middle and exiting via two narrow side
outlets (one at each side). Performed at standard conditions.

LSW

SSN

SSW

Schematic picture

Long reactor where one gas (either CO2 or CH4) enters via the top inlet
and the other gas via the bottom inlet. The gases are allowed to react
individually before mixing in the middle and exiting via two wider side
outlets (one at each side). Performed at standard conditions.

Short reactor where one gas (either CO2 or CH4) enters via the 7 left
inlets and the other gas via the 7 right inlets. The gases are allowed to
react individually before mixing in the middle and exiting via narrow
top and bottom outlets. Performed at standard conditions.

Short reactor where one gas (either CO2 or CH4) enters via the 7 left
inlets and the other gas via the 7 right inlets. The gases are allowed to
react individually before mixing in the middle and exiting via wider top
and bottom outlets. Performed at standard conditions.

Conditions

P = 30 W

Vt = 50 mL/min

VCO2 = 25 mL/min

VCH4 = 25 mL/min

P = 30 W

Vt = 50 mL/min

VCO2 = 25 mL/min

VCH4 = 25 mL/min

P = 30 W

Vt = 50 mL/min

VCO2 = 25 mL/min

VCH4 = 25 mL/min

P = 30 W

Vt = 50 mL/min

VCO2 = 25 mL/min

VCH4 = 25 mL/min

known from reaction engineering that such a design is rarely the best
configuration for multi-gas inlet streams [19]. It can lead to reactor
operation at non-ideal kinetic conditions, resulting in improper con
versions of one or more of the reagents, e.g. more CH4 conversion than
the more desired CO2 conversion in DRM (see table 1 from Michielsen
et al. [16]) or “optimal conversions” at stoichiometric unfavourable
ratios, e.g. optimal NH3 conversions at H2:N2 ratios (far) below 1 in
stead of 3 [17,20–23]. This non-ideal behaviour of multi-gas reactions
could be resolved by correct reactor design, such as the size or type of
reactor (batch, continuous stirring tank, plug-flow, or combined “real”

reliable operation under variable conditions, and scalability [6]. Opti
mization efforts for this reactor are mainly focussed on adding a (cat
alytic) packing material to the reaction volume, reducing the discharge
gap to smaller dimensions, and/or pulsing the applied power, with
mixed results for their influence on conversion, selectivity, and energy
efficiency [7–18]. During these types of investigations, little creative
engineering is done besides such optimizations, i.e. the DBD reactor (in
either parallel plate or co-axial design, with or without packing) is
virtually always used in a static ‘one inlet – one outlet’ design.
While this is not really an issue with a single-gas inlet stream, it is
3
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reactor), reactors in series and/or parallel, recycling, and/or separate
addition of reactants [19].
Few researchers have tried innovative solutions and alterations to
the traditional DBD reactor design in an attempt to optimize its per
formance. Examples are a fluidized (catalytic) bed [24], forcing the gas
flow through a thin walled porous (catalytic) tube [20,25], a sintered
metal fibre (catalytic) electrode for product draining [26], a combined
AC/DC DBD reactor for honeycomb structures [27], and a DBD reactor
combined with a solid oxide electrolyzer cell (SOEC) [28]. Although
(significant) improvements were reported in these investigations, they
still applied a ‘one inlet – one outlet’ design. To our knowledge, only
Huang and co-workers took a new approach by designing a Y-shaped
reactor, allowing separate addition of CO2 and CH4 for DRM [29,30].
This design allowed them to pre-activate one or both of the individual
gases before mixing them together as excited species, showing en
hanced conversion and energy efficiency. Moreover, even this separate
plasma activation was able to produce hydrocarbons, and plasma ac
tivation of only one of the gases could react with unactivated gas. Based
on these findings and the knowledge from traditional reactor en
gineering, we believe that a lot of improvements can still be expected,
in terms of the design of DBD reactors for multi-gas reactions.
Therefore, in this work, we investigate how the performance of a
DBD reactor can be improved by changing the way in which CO2 and
CH4 are added to, and mixed in, the reactor. We designed a new multi
inlet/outlet parallel plate DBD reactor that allows us to quickly change
the geometry of the reaction volume, in order to accommodate a mul
titude of different flow and mixing patterns. We will elucidate how
electrode length, different gas ratios, gradual gas addition, and separate
plasma activation zones for the individual gases will influence the re
actor performance compared to the standard ‘one inlet – one outlet’
design.

connections), in order to change the entire gas flow and mixing pattern
in the reactor.
The main body of the reactor consists of a PMMA ‘bottom holder’ (1)
that holds all components of the DBD reactor together. It features a
rectangular access hole to allow grounding of the grounded electrode
(2), 14 small holes to pass-through any number of desired gas con
nections to the grounded electrode (2), and 16 threaded holes to receive
M5
bolts.
The
grounded
aluminium
electrode
(2)
(200 × 100 × 3.5 mm) is added to the bottom holder, which features
14 ¼”-28 UNF threaded 3 mm deep holes on the bottom side to receive
the desired number of gas connections (XP-330X flangeless nuts, IDEX),
14 1 mm holes on the top side to pass-through the gas, and a 2 mm deep
cut groove around the edges to accommodate a 3 mm thick O-ring (3).
A POM ‘spacer’ layer (4) (200x100x3.5 mm) is added on top of the
grounded electrode. By changing the inner shape of the spacer, we can
shape and define the geometry of the reaction volume. This layer also
has a groove and O-ring (3). A sheet of borosilicate glass (5)
(200x100x2.25 mm) (Borofloat, Glasatelier Saillaert) and a stainless
steel mesh (6) (100x50 mm) were added on top of the spacer to com
plete the DBD configuration. Finally, a PMMA ‘top holder’ was added
on top of the entire layer stack, featuring a rectangular access hole to
connect the stainless steel mesh to the high voltage, and 16 5 mm holes
around the edge of the holder to bolt everything airtight with 16 M5
bolts.
2.2. Reactor configurations
Different configurations have been tested in this work. Table 1
summarizes all configurations with the abbreviation, a short descrip
tion, a schematic picture, and the conditions being used.
The standard operating conditions used in this work are a total flow
rate of 50 mL/min consisting of a 1:1 CO2:CH4 ratio, performed at 30 W
(3 kHz) and 1 bar, a spacer thickness of 3.5 mm, and a 100 × 50 mm
high-voltage electrode. This results in an residence time of 21 s, a
specific energy input (SEI) of 36 J/mL (or 8.36 eV/molecule), and a
power surface density (PSD) of 0.6 W/cm2. Variations to these para
meters for the individual configurations will be listed in the results
section.

2. Methods and theory
2.1. Novel multi-purpose DBD reactor
We designed and built (CNC mill, Isel Euromod MP45) a new DBD
reactor with maximum adaptability in mind, as shown in Fig. 1. The
parallel plate design was chosen over the more popular co-axial design
because the ceramic dielectric tubes of the latter (typically glass,
quartz, or alumina) require a lot of intricate and expensive work to
change the geometry, and to add for example side inlets/outlets. Our
design allows us to modify only one plastic ‘spacer’ layer, which is easy
and cheap to manufacture (along with the corresponding gas

2.3. Experimental set-up
For each experiment, the reactor was placed in the experimental setup shown in Fig. 2. The high voltage was supplied by a high-voltage
amplifier (TREK, Model 20/20C-HS, x2000 voltage amplification),

Fig. 1. (a) Expanded view and (b) assembled views of the novel parallel plate DBD reactor design used in this work, comprised of PMMA holders (1 and 7), a
grounded aluminium electrode (2), O-rings (3), POM spacer (4), borosilicate glass dielectric (5), and high voltage stainless steel mesh electrode (6).
4
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Fig. 2. DBD plasma reactor set-up used in this work with analytical equipment.

driven by a PC controlled function generator (Tektronix, AFG 2021)
fixed at 3 kHz. The amplitude of the sinusoidal waveform was peri
odically adjusted to maintain the desired plasma power. The high
voltage and the resulting current were recorded by a high-voltage probe
(Tektronix, P6015A) and a current transformer (Pearson, Model 4100),
and recorded by a digital oscilloscope (Picotech, Picoscope 6402D) in
order to calculate the power during a number (n = 4 ) of consecutive
periods (T ):

P=

1
nT

nT
0

U (t ) I (t ) dt

throughout the measurements.
The CO2 or CH4 conversion derived from the GC data was defined
as:

Xy =

yin

yout
yin

(2)

with y the molar flow rate of component y , being either CO2 or CH4.
The total conversion was calculated according to the CO2:CH4 molar
ratio of the mixture (A:B):

(1)

XTotal =

The gas feed was connected as needed for the particular config
uration (see Table 1), and the flow rates were set and controlled by
mass flow controllers (Bronkhorst, EL-FLOW Select series) to provide
the required flow rates. The reactor effluent was subsequently analysed
by a gas chromatograph (Interscience, Compact GC). This GC has two
thermal conductivity detector (TCD) channels and one flame ionization
detector (FID). The first TCD (TCD B) contains a Rt-Q-Bond column able
to separate CO2 and larger hydrocarbons from the permanent gases,
while the second (TCD M) contains a Rt-Q-bond pre-column to delay
CO2 and the larger components, in order to only inject the permanent
gases on a Molsieve 5A column and separate them. The FID has a Rtx-1,
5u column to separate and detect (oxygenated) hydrocarbons.
All measured components are listed in Table 2. Nine peaks could be
calibrated by calibration standards (Air Liquide). 22 more peaks could
be identified but not calibrated, because either no calibration standard
was available (vapor injection) or they coincide with other peaks.
Combined peaks for all C2 and C3 hydrocarbons were seen here, as well
as three unspecified heptanes. Finally, three peaks remain unknown,
and will thus be reported with their peak area to still compare them

AXCO2 + BXCH4
A+B

(3)

Finally, the energy cost (EC), i.e. the amount of energy necessary to
convert one mole of reactant mixture, is calculated according to:

EC =

SEI . Vm
XTotal

(4)

with SEI the specific energy input, i.e. the ratio of plasma power and
volumetric flow rate (SEI = P /V ) , and Vm the molar volume (22.4 L/
mol).
2.4. Experimental method
To ensure (thermal) steady-state behaviour in the reactor, each
experiment was operated for 40 min. The temperature of the reactor,
measured immediately after shutdown of the voltage, never exceeded
60 °C. Each condition was tested in threefold for statistical review, and
every time four GC and oscilloscope measurements were recorded as
soon as steady-state behaviour was reached. The corresponding error
bars were defined as:

Table 2
Overview of the components measured by the GC. The components are split into those that are (i) measured, identified, and calibrated, (ii) measured and identified
(called “known”), and (iii) only measured but “unkown”.
Status

Detector

Components

(i) Calibrated
(ii) Known

TCD
TCD
FID

(iii) Unknown

FID

CO2, CO, O2, CH4, H2, Ethane, Ethene, Propane, Ethanol
Water, Propene
C2′s, C3′s, Isobutane, Methanol, n-Butane, 2-Methylbutaan, 2-Propanol, Acetone, n-Pentane, Diethylether, 2,2-Methylbutane, 1-Propanol, 2Methylpentane, 3-Methylpentane, n-Hexane, Heptane(1), 1-Butanol, Heptane(2), Cyclohexane, Heptane(3)
1, 2, 3

5
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error = ± Sn

Ts (p , ns )
ns

further figures, for reference. The CO2 and CH4 conversions are 12.9%
and 14.6%, respectively, resulting in a total conversion of 13.7%. The
main products formed are 6.0% H2 and 6.4% CO, giving a H2 : CO ratio
of 0.94. This is a bit low to use this gas mixture (syngas) for FischerTropsch synthesis, where a ratio close to 2 is more desirable [31]. Also,
0.094% ethene, 0.97% ethane, 0.16% propane, and 66 ppm ethanol
were formed, as can be seen in Fig. 3(b), with the exact values listed in
Table SI 1 in the supplementary information. In Fig. 3(c) we plot the
uncalibrated products that were formed and detected on the TCD
(propene) and FID. Because the response factor of an FID for nonoxygenated hydrocarbons is proportional to the number of C atoms in
the molecule, we can cautiously compare all FID detectable components
on a ‘mole equivalent basis’ by dividing the individual peak areas by
their respective carbon number. We can see that the total CH4equivalent peak area (i.e. a measuring stick of the total hydrocarbon
fractions) is 24.32 x104, with the major products being C2 hydro
carbons (83%), followed by C3 hydrocarbons (10%), isobutane (2%), nbutane (2%), and 2-methylbutane (2%); see Table SI 3. All other de
tectable components have a share lower than 1%. Finally, we calculated
the energy cost (EC), i.e. the amount of energy necessary to convert one
mole of reactant mixture, and obtained a benchmark value of
1.63 kWh/mol.
A few modifications can easily be applied to the L configuration
within the same operating window. This L configuration is character
ized by a relatively long but narrow geometry, giving rise to a small
cross-section and thus high gas velocity. A first modification is to shift
the general flow of gases by 90°, yielding a relatively short but wide
geometry, including a wider gas inlet, so that the gas velocity will be
much lower. As a result, the residence time is kept the same. This

(5)

with Sn the sample standard deviation of the measurements, ns the
sample size (12), and Ts the two-tailed inverse of the Student’s t-dis
tribution for sample size ns and probability p set at 95%.
3. Results
The results are split up into two sections to explore the possibilities
of adding and mixing CO2 and CH4 in the reactor. First we will use the
traditional ‘one inlet – one outlet’ design to set the benchmark for the
rest of the paper, and investigate how the dimensions of the reaction
zone and the power delivery to the reactor influence the performance.
Next we will introduce gradual addition of one of the gas components to
the reactor and survey the effect, including studying the impact of preactivating the individual gases by the plasma and mixing them later in
the reactor. All configurations will be tested at standard conditions (see
section 2.2) unless stated otherwise.
3.1. One inlet – One outlet
3.1.1. L and s configuration
The benchmark for this work is the most simple and traditional
configuration, being the one inlet – one outlet reactor in its lengthwise
orientation (length > width), denoted as L, as shown in section 2.2.
The benchmark conditions are 30 W, 50 mL/min of a 1:1 CO2 : CH4
mixture, and 1 bar for reactor dimensions of 100x50x3.5 mm. The re
sults of this benchmark are shown in Fig. 3(a). Furthermore, its total
conversion will also be plotted as a dotted line where applicable in any

Fig. 3. (a) CO2, CH4, and total conversion, (b) product composition, (c) peak areas of the uncalibrated gas components, and (d) energy cost of 1:1 DRM, plotted for
different reactor geometries, i.e. the benchmark in the long (L) and short (S) configurations, the influence of the electrode length, (i) at constant power (30 W) and
flow rate (50 mL/min), (ii) at constant residence time (21 s) and SEI (36 kJ/L), (iii) at constant flow rate (50 mL/min) and power surface density (0.6 W/cm2), and
(iv) at constant power (30 W) and residence time (21 s). The total conversion of the ‘L configuration’ is also indicated with a dotted line, as the benchmark throughout
all measurements. All exact values can be found in Table SI 1, Table SI 2, Table SI 3 and Table SI 4 in the supplementary information.
6
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configuration with the same overall dimensions (50 × 100 × 3.5 mm)
is denoted as the S configuration and the results are also plotted in
Fig. 3. Despite having the same operating conditions and thus the same
power deposition and residence time, the S configuration shows a
slightly improved performance on almost all aspects. The CO2 and CH4
conversion increases to 14.4% and 15.5%, respectively, resulting in a
total conversion of 14.9%. The H2 and CO concentrations increase to
6.4% and 7.2%, respectively, but their ratio slightly decreases to 0.90.
The hydrocarbon production increases and shifts a bit more towards C3
components. These observations are most likely an effect of the reduced
gas velocity, giving more opportunity for diffusion and thus mixing of
the products and remaining reactants, as all seven side-inlets are used
here to ensure an even flow pattern through this bigger cross-section.

residence time. In our previous work, we investigated the influence of
residence time on the conversion of CO2 and CH4 in the pure gases, as
well as in the mixture (DRM) [32,33] in a coaxial micro DBD reactor, by
changing the flow rate while keeping the reaction volume constant.
These results showed a more pronounced drop in conversion upon
shortening the residence time, compared to the trend seen here. To
investigate this in more detail, we performed similar experiments as in
[32,33] in the present reactor configuration, with a fixed electrode
length of 100 mm and a wide range of flow rates, to vary only the
residence time while keeping the PSD constant. The results confirm the
trend obtained in our previous work, as can be seen in Fig. 4. We see a
steady decrease of the conversion for shorter residence times, reaching
about 14% at 21 s and only 4% conversion at 5.25 s, which is indeed
much more pronounced than in the experiments of scenario (i).
Therefore, the higher PSD of scenario (i) in fact results in an enhanced
plasma discharge, because the drop was less pronounced than when
only varying the residence time, but it cannot entirely compensate for
the shorter residence time to provide a better conversion. Since the SEI
remains constant in this scenario and the conversion slightly decreases,
the EC increases accordingly, up to 2.0 kWh/mol (see Fig. 3(d)).
The second scenario (ii) keeps the residence time constant as the
electrode gets shorter (i.e. by lowering the flow rate), while also
maintaining a constant SEI (i.e. by lowering the power and thus also
maintaining a constant PSD). Theoretically, this results in identical
cases as the benchmark, with only the gas velocity being different be
cause only the electrode length is reduced but the width is kept con
stant. The results in Fig. 3 show that the drop in power is much more
dominant in determining the conversion than the drop in flow rate, at
constant SEI and PSD. It has indeed been shown before that the SEI is
not always the best “determining parameter” for the energy input [7],
although it is commonly used in plasma-based gas conversion [4].
Therefore, the total conversion drops almost linearly from 13.7% to 4%,
when the power drops from 30 to 7.5 W, in spite of the constant re
sidence time, SEI, and PSD. Consequently, the product composition
decreases for all components (see Fig. 3(b,c)), and the EC rises by the
same factor, to 5.6 kWh/mol (see Fig. 3(d)).
Scenario (iii) maintains a constant flow rate as the electrode be
comes shorter, resulting in a shorter residence time, while lowering the
power to keep a constant PSD. As a result, the SEI decreases by a factor
of four. Both the shorter residence time, as well as the lower power,
result in a large decrease in total conversion, from 13.7% to 4%.
Surprisingly, these results are comparable to those from scenario (ii)
despite using higher flow rates. The EC is slightly lower, because the SEI
drops a bit faster than the conversion.
Finally, scenario (iv) evaluates the last combination of maintaining
a constant power and adjusting the flow rate to keep the residence time
constant. As a result, both the SEI and PSD increase by a factor four. The
results in Fig. 3 show an increase in total conversion from 13.7% to
30%. Note, however, that this is an increase by only a factor 2.2, while
the SEI and PSD increase by a factor 4. This means that almost half of
the energy is wasted, resulting in a higher EC of 2.96 kWh/mol. Due to
the higher conversion, more products are formed, mainly H2 and CO (a
bit more H2, thus enhancing the H2 : CO ratio to 0.99), and shifting the
hydrocarbons towards C3.
In summary, concentrating the same amount of power on a smaller
electrode, while maintaining the same gas flow rate (scenario i), is not
able to improve the conversion, because the higher PSD cannot com
pensate for the shorter residence time. Also, the power has a more
important effect than the flow rate in determining the SEI, but no re
duced EC values were found despite enhanced conversions.

3.1.2. Effect of electrode length
Further modifications within the L configuration are realized by
changing the electrode dimensions. Reducing the length of the elec
trode results not only in a smaller reaction volume, but also the re
sidence time, SEI, and power surface density (PSD; i.e. power per HV
electrode area) change. Therefore, we can investigate a few different
scenarios by separately changing the plasma power and flow rate or
keeping either or both constant. All conditions and associated para
meters are listed in Table 3.
The first scenario (i) investigates the balance of residence time and
PSD. Decreasing the electrode length, while keeping the power and flow
rate (and the resulting SEI) constant, results in a shorter residence time
but also in a higher PSD. This might provide more powerful plasma
micro-discharges, because the same amount of energy is applied on a
smaller area (or in a smaller volume), and this might compensate for
the shorter residence time. The results plotted in Fig. 3 show, however,
that this is not the case as the total conversion (and thus also total
product composition) decreases from 13.7% to 11.2% when the re
sidence time decreases from 21 s to 5.25 s. Still, this is an interesting
result, as the drop in conversion is much more limited than the drop in
Table 3
Conditions used when varying the electrode length. As the electrode becomes
shorter, scenario (i) maintains a constant flow rate and power, thus yielding a
shorter residence time but constant SEI and larger power surface density (PSD),
scenario (ii) proportionally adapts the flow rate and power, to keep the re
sidence time, SEI and PSD constant, scenario (iii) maintains a constant flow rate
and uses a proportional power, so keeping the PSD constant, and scenario (iv)
uses a proportional flow rate (to keep the residence time constant) and main
tains a constant power (yielding a larger SEI and PSD). Note that the electrode
length of 100 mm corresponds to the benchmark L configuration.
Scenario

Electrode
length
(mm)

Reaction
volume
(cm3)

Flow
rate
(mL/
min)

Residence
time (s)

Power (W)

SEI
(J/
mL)

PSD
(W/
cm2)

(i)

100 (L)
75
50
25

17.5
13.125
8.75
4.375

50
50
50
50

21
15.75
10.5
5.25

30
30
30
30

36
36
36
36

0.6
0.8
1.2
2.4

(ii)

100 (L)
75
50
25

17.5
13.125
8.75
4.375

50
37.5
25
12.5

21
21
21
21

30
22.5
15
7.5

36
36
36
36

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

(iii)

100 (L)
75
50
25

17.5
13.125
8.75
4.375

50
50
50
50

21
15.75
10.5
5.25

30
22.5
15
7.5

36
27
18
9

0.6
0.6
0.6
0.6

(iv)

100 (L)
75
50
25

17.5
13.125
8.75
4.375

50
37.5
25
12.5

21
21
21
21

30
30
30
30

36
48
72
144

0.6
0.8
1.2
2.4

3.1.3. Effect of gas mixing ratio
Finally, we investigated the effect of different gas mixing ratios in
the one inlet – one outlet reactor. We performed these experiments to
compare with the results of the multiple inlets and outlets, where we
gradually add the second gas (either CO2 or CH4) or have separate
7
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Fig. 4. (a) CO2, CH4, and total conversion, (b) product composition, (c) peak areas of the uncalibrated gas components, and (d) energy cost for 1:1 DRM, plotted as a
function of residence time in the benchmark ‘L’ reactor at 30 W, by changing the flow rate. All exact values can be found in Table SI 1, Table SI 2, Table SI 3, and
Table SI 4 in the supplementary information.

injection of CO2 and CH4, so that different parts of the reaction zone
will exhibit different gas mixing ratios, varying actually between pure
CO2 and pure CH4. Of course, reactions and diffusion of the produced
components will occur at every point in the reactor, so the present
measurements render somewhat idealized conditions, but are still in
teresting to study.
Fig. 5 shows the results for different CO2:CH4 ratios performed at
the standard conditions. Pure CO2 has a base conversion of 6% and
results exclusively in stoichiometric O2 and CO fractions of 2.10% and
4.20%, respectively. Adding CH4 to the mixture (6:1 ratio) results in a
large increase of the CO2 conversion to 13%, combined with a large CH4
conversion of 24.5%, giving an overall conversion of 14%. As a con
sequence, we see an enhanced CO fraction of 9.06% but only 0.04% O2
due to further reactions with CH4-derived products. In addition, we also
produce 5.1% H2, 0.26% ethane, 0.012% propane, and 0.208% ethene.
The product share based on the total mole equivalent of the FID peak
areas shows the C2 hydrocarbons indeed as the dominant hydrocarbon
product (92%), followed by C3 hydrocarbons (2%), isobutane (2%), nbutane (1%), and 2-methylbutane (1%).
Gradually adding more CH4 first enhances the CO2 conversion up to
a maximum of 15% (3:1 ratio), but then it decreases back to 6.3% (1:6
ratio). The CH4 conversion, on the other hand, steadily decreases to
wards 7.3% in the pure CH4 plasma. As a result, the total conversion
shows a slight improvement and a maximum at the 3:1 ratio, followed
by a steady decrease. The product distribution therefore shifts as more
CH4 is added. The CO fraction gradually decreases from 8.8% (3:1
ratio) to 0% (0:1 ratio), while the O2 fraction remains near 0% and the
H2 fraction slightly increases to a maximum of 6.1% (1:3 ratio), fol
lowed by a decrease to 5.0% (0:1 ratio). The fraction of calibrated
hydrocarbons slowly increases towards pure CH4 where they reach
their maximum values of 1.57% ethane, 0.42% propane, and 0.208%
ethene. The product distribution of all FID detectable products

therefore shifts towards higher carbon numbers with 72% C2, 17% C3,
2% isobutane, 5% n-butane, and 2% 2-methylbutane.
These results are consistent with our previous work on the kinetics
and equilibria in CO2 : CH4 plasmas [32,33], where we found that CO2
dissociation has a relatively high reaction rate coefficient but a low
equilibrium conversion, while CH4 has a relatively low reaction rate
coefficient but a higher equilibrium conversion. This results in similar
conversions at the moderate residence time of 21 s, but boosts the total
conversion when both of them are combined. More CO2 effectively
promotes the overall reaction rates and thus the conversion, while more
CH4 effectively promotes the equilibrium conversion. This results in a
balance of two effects, with apparently CO2 being slightly dominant in
this set-up and conditions, shown by the optimal conversion at a 3:1 (or
even 6:1) ratio.
As CH4 was found to be almost exclusively the hydrocarbon source,
optimal hydrocarbon production is therefore only present at higher CH4
ratios, while conversion-wise, Fig. 5 shows that it is indeed more ben
eficial to operate at CO2:CH4 gas ratios around 6:1 to 3:1. This is also
reflected in slightly lower EC-values of 1.5 kWh/mol, as seen in
Fig. 5(d).
3.2. Multiple inlets and outlets
When multiple elementary reactions occur in a reactor, i.e. reactions
in parallel or in series, immediate mixing of the reactants and feeding
them in the reactor might not be the most desirable way [19]. There
fore, it can be beneficial to gradually add one of the reactants in order
to keep its local concentration low in the reactor, or to introduce both
gases at separate locations, so that they can be pre-activated by the
plasma before mixing. These effects will be explored below.
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Fig. 5. (a) CO2, CH4, and total conversion, (b) product composition, (c) peak areas of the uncalibrated gas components, and (d) energy cost, plotted for different
CO2 : CH4 ratios varying between pure CO2 and pure CH4, in the benchmark ‘L’ reactor at 30 W and 50 mL/min total gas flow rate. All exact values can be found in
Table SI 1, Table SI 2, Table SI 3, and Table SI 4 in the supplementary information.

3.2.1. Gradual addition of one of the gases
Gradual addition of one of the reactants can be done in our reactor
in two ways. The first, denoted by LGA, is gradual addition in the long
pathway orientation (similar to configuration L) by using the bottom
hole as the main gas inlet, the 14 side holes as the inlets of the gradually
added gas, and the top hole as the outlet (see section 2.2). The other
way, denoted by SGA, is the equivalent short S configuration by using
the left 7 holes as the main gas inlet, the top and bottom holes as the
inlet of the second gas, and the right 7 holes as the outlets. Fig. 6(a, c, e,
and g) shows the result of these configurations where CO2 is introduced
as the main gas and CH4 as the added gas.
We see that the LGA configuration only slightly improves the total
conversion to 14.2% (compared to 13.7% for the benchmark L config
uration), which is mainly attributed by the enhanced CH4 conversion.
As a result, primarily the amount of hydrocarbons increases among all
products formed. The SGA configuration with its inherent lower gas
velocity, however, did improve the performance significantly to 19.2%,
resulting in a rise for all products and the lowest EC in this work
(1.17 kWh/mol; see Fig. 6(g)).
Introducing CH4 as the main gas and CO2 as the gradually added
gas, shows totally different results, see Fig. 6(b, d, f, and h). We now
also see improved conversion for the LGA configuration (18.3%), and
consequently also increased product formation. Compared to the
benchmark conversion of 13.7% for the L configuration, and the mar
ginally improved LGA conversion of the reverse gas configuration
(14.2%), this is a big leap forward by just mixing the gases differently.
Apparently it is preferred to use CH4 as the main gas and keep CO2 at
lower local concentrations. Indeed, CH4 will start to become dissociated
at the beginning of the reactor at low local CO2:CH4 ratios, by electron
impact reactions, and possibly also upon reaction with the CO2 that is
gradually being introduced. When CH4 travels further in the reactor,
and becomes further converted, while gradually more CO2 will be

mixed in, the gas ratio will shift above one and boost the CO2 conver
sion, in agreement with the results presented in Fig. 5. This results in a
higher overall conversion. The reverse configuration, i.e. with CO2 as
the main gas, starts out at the more optimal gas mixing ratios, but when
CO2 is being converted, the ratio drops below one, resulting in a lower
total conversion, as depicted in Fig. 5. Although both configurations
appear similar, our results demonstrate that one is preferred over the
other. Comparing both LGA configurations with the SGA configurations
suggests that there is a time or velocity dependent factor that is de
pendant on the gas configuration being used.
Evidently, the gradual addition of one of the components seems
useful to improve the total conversion of a DBD plasma reactor.
Detailed knowledge on the chemical kinetics, e.g. by numerical mod
elling [34,35], could help in designing to most optimal configuration.
3.2.2. Introducing both gases at separate locations to allow pre-activation in
the plasma
3.2.2.1. Side addition. In DRM, a direct collision between CO2 and CH4
will not result in a reaction between both molecules [34,35]. CO2 will
mainly dissociate in CO and O (although reactions with CH2 to CH2O
are also possible), while CH4 will mainly dissociate in CH3 and H (and
other CHx radicals), and these products will react with each other into
oxygenated hydrocarbons [36]. Therefore, it might be beneficial to preactivate the reactants, to generate reactive or excited species, or
intermediate products, before mixing them together. We will first
explore this concept by introducing the main gas through the bottom
hole, and the second gas through one pair of the seven side inlet pairs.
This allows us to vary the amount of pre-activation of both gases.
In Fig. 6(a, c, e, and g) we can see the results for CO2 as the main gas
and CH4 as the added gas at the different inlets. The later CH4 is added
to the reactor, the more CO2 is converted (12.4% for side inlets 1, vs.
16.0% for side inlets 7) while less CH4 is converted (16.1% vs. 12.9%).
9
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Fig. 6. (a and b) CO2, CH4, and total conversion, (c and d) product composition, (e and f) peak areas of the uncalibrated gas components, and (g and h) energy cost of
1:1 DRM, plotted for different reactor configurations (see text and Table 1). In (a, c, e, and g) CO2 is the main gas and CH4 is the side-added gas, while in (b, d, f, and
h) CH4 is the main gas and CO2 is the side-added gas. All experiments are performed at 30 W and 50 mL/min total gas flow rate. All exact values can be found in Table
SI 1, Table SI 2, Table SI 3, and Table SI 4 in the supplementary information.

This can be explained by the individual residence times in the reactor,
confirmed by computational fluid dynamics (CFD) simulations and si
milar experimental E-curve measurements for the residence time dis
tribution (RTD) [19], see the supplementary information for the prin
ciple and detailed results. Note that we will have (much) higher
residence times in the experimental measurements because of delays
due to tubing and the trace analyser (an MS in these RTD tests). Con
sequently, we cannot directly compare the experimental RTD to those
simulated, but we can compare at best the relative trends (i.e. time
differences between side inlets 1 and 7). The simulated average re
sidence time when using the first side inlets is about 21 s for both gases,
while it is about 39 s for CO2 and 4 s for CH4 when using the last side
inlets (see Table SI7 in the supplementary information). This also yields
an average overall residence time of 21 s. Experimentally we also see a
decrease in residence time from 99.1 s (for side inlets 1) to 66.7 s (for
side inlets 7) for CH4. In both cases, i.e. simulations and experiments,
the CH4 residence time is of course much shorter for side inlets 7
compared to side inlets 1, because of the shorter path from inlet to
outlet (25 mL/min over short reaction volume), while the CO2 re
sidence time is longer, because of the lower gas velocity (25 mL/min
over almost all reaction volume). It is quite surprising that, even at
these very short residence times for CH4, this gas still reaches a rela
tively high conversion.
Although both individual conversions shift (up for CO2 and down
for CH4) when the side inlets are further away from the bottom inlet,
the total conversion stays constant within the error bars and is about
the same as the LGA configuration. Thus, based on the conversion, the
product distribution, and the EC, as seen in Fig. 6(a, c and g), we can
conclude that it does not really matter which side inlet is used. Only
slightly more CO (8.2% vs. 6.7%) and slightly less H2 (5.7% vs. 6.3%) is
produced when CH4 is introduced later in the reactor (inlets 7 vs. inlets

1). The main effect of changing the inlet position is found in the amount
and distribution of hydrocarbons produced, as seen in Fig. 6(e). Indeed,
the amount of hydrocarbons produced is reduced by a factor two, and
the distribution shifts towards lower carbon numbers when CH4 is in
troduced later in the reactor.
Changing the gas flow to CH4 as the main gas and CO2 as the added
gas from the side inlets, gives totally different results, as can be seen in
Fig. 6(b, d, f, and h). Again, the average residence times vary a lot,
being 21 s vs. 38 s for CH4 (main gas) and 22 s vs. 4 s for CO2 (added
gas), for inlets 1 to 7, respectively, based on our CFD simulations. Ex
perimentally, we see a decrease from 100.2 s to 80.8 s for CO2. Despite
this difference in residence times, the conversions, CO and H2 forma
tion, and the EC seem to be relatively constant, irrespective of the inlet
pair being used, and very similar to those in the LGA and SGA config
uration. Again, with the very short residence time of the added gas (i.e.
CO2 here), it is still possible to obtain 15.5% CO2 conversion. In addi
tion, no significant amounts of O2 are present in the outlet, indicating
that almost all O atoms react within a short time with the CH4-derived
products. Only slight differences are seen in the hydrocarbon produc
tion, which increases slightly and the distribution shifts a bit more to
C3, upon introducing CO2 later in the reactor.
These results are rather peculiar. First, the high conversion (of both
CO2 and CH4) when introducing this gas at side inlets 7, corresponding
to a short residence time (3–4 s predicted by the CFD simulations),
suggests that either the conversion starts early and saturates after some
time (but this contradicts the data from Fig. 4 and from model calcu
lations [34]), or more mixing is present due to higher diffusion coeffi
cients. Secondly, the total conversion appears constant, irrespective of
which side inlet is used, and furthermore, also the individual conver
sions are constant when CH4 is the main gas, which is a bit unexpected.
It is hard to know exactly how gas fractions shift along the reactor due
10
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Fig. 7. (a) CO2, CH4, and total conversion, (b) product composition, (c) peak areas of the uncalibrated gas components, and (d) energy cost of 1:1 DRM, plotted for
different reactor configurations, where CO2 and CH4 are inserted through opposite inlets and are separately activated in the plasma before mixing. For the exact
configuration, see Table 1. All experiments are performed at 30 W and 50 mL/min total flow rate. All exact values can be found in Table SI 1, Table SI 2, Table SI 3,
and Table SI 4 in the supplementary information.
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to individual conversion, mixing, and reacting further on. Perhaps the
local CO2:CH4 ratios are accidently in the perfect range for high reac
tion rates, resulting in unusually high conversion at short residence
time. Further investigations with spectroscopic techniques are needed
to uncover this phenomenon.

conversions. For instance, we evaluated the same configuration of
section 3.2 to an N2/H2 plasma for NH3 synthesis, and found no positive
effects of varying the configurations. This can be explained because
pure N2 and H2, occurring in their separate reaction zones before
mixing, do not generate long-living products, but only short-living
atoms, ions and excited species. Therefore, when they are not being
mixed, this corresponds to a waste of power and reaction time, resulting
in decreased conversions. Thus, non-reactive molecules will not benefit
from any time not being mixed. However, in the case of reactive mo
lecules, the general idea that alternative gas mixing can optimise per
formance is still valid, but the actual changes will depend on the spe
cific chemistry.
The exact origin of the changes in reactor performance observed in
this work is still not entirely understood. How do these different con
figurations influence the reaction kinetics and equilibrium position?
Recently we developed a method of retrieving more fundamental ki
netics data on plasma reactor performance, by recording the conversion
over an extended residence time range [32,33]. Fitting these data by a
generalised fit equation reveals the overall rate coefficient, its in
dividual loss and formation components, and the position of the socalled ‘partial chemical equilibrium’. We applied this method in Fig. 4,
for the L-configuration, to test whether changing the residence time by
means of the flow rate is equal to changing it by means of the reactor
length. Following the procedure of our previous DRM kinetics work
[33], this L-configuration yields an overall reaction rate coefficient of
0.015 s−1 ± 0.004 s−1, with equilibrium conversion around 53%.
These values are lower than for the coaxial micro-DBD reactor studied
in [33] (0.088 s−1 ± 0.003 s−1 and 75.4% ± 0.6% for 1:1 CO2:CH4
ratio), due to the bigger gap size. This method is very time-consuming,
because it requires studying at multiple and long residence times, so it
is beyond the scope of this paper, but in the future we might be able to
apply such a study to the various reactor configurations in this paper,
with the aim to reveal the more precise nature of the altered reactor
performance, i.e. changes in rate coefficients and/or position of the
equilibrium.
When looking for the industrial application of alternative reactor
configurations, and perhaps also other types of plasma reactors, we
have to consider several different aspects. Chemically speaking, the
configuration yielding the highest conversion at the lowest energy cost
is the most optimal configuration for scaling-up to higher throughputs.
However, from an engineering point of view, we need to focus our at
tention to the performance vs. complexity balance, when looking at
scale-up possibilities. Indeed, the added complexity of the novel design
must be small enough, so that it does not counteract the performance
enhancement. At this moment, the most suitable method for allowing
more throughput in DBD reactors is scaling the length and width (or
tube circumference for co-axial design) of the reactor, and/or putting
multiple units in parallel. It is important to realize that the gap di
mension has to stay within the micrometre to millimetre range, to limit
the required discharge voltage. Taking this aspect into account, it seems
that the extra complexity of adding multiple side inlets to an already
semi-complex parallel multi-DBD device, such as the industrial ozone
generators [6], may not outweigh the performance benefits. An eco
nomical and engineering analysis should be made to evaluate whether
the standard ‘one inlet – one outlet’ configuration would still remain the
best option or whether multiple side inlets would be feasible for upscaling.
In general, it may well be that other plasma reactor types, besides
DBD, are more promising for DRM, more specifically gliding arc
plasmas [37–39], as well as microwave plasmas [40–46], nanosecond
pulsed plasmas [47], and atmospheric pressure glow discharges [48]
(based on the good results obtained for CO2 splitting). Indeed, these socalled warm plasmas exhibit much higher energy efficiency (see de
tailed assessment in [4]). The reason is that they are characterized by
higher populations of the vibrationally excited levels, which provide
the most efficient dissociation pathway, and they operate at higher

3.2.2.2. Separate pre-activation zones. We further investigate the
concept of gas pre-activation with the extreme case of opposite inlets,
yielding purely individual plasma activation zones for CO2 and CH4,
that only mix right at the end. In practice, we use the bottom hole of the
reactor as the inlet for the first gas, the top hole as the inlet of the
second gas, and the centre side holes (see Table 1) as the outlets. By
changing the width of the outlets, we influence the size of the mixing
zone. This yields a long reactor either with narrow or wide outlets,
denoted as LSN and LSW, respectively (see Table 1). In addition, we
shift the inlets and outlets by 90°, resulting in a short reactor with
narrow and wide outlets, denoted as SSN and SSW, respectively.
Fig. 7 shows that the LSN configuration performs a bit better than
the benchmark L configuration, i.e. the total conversion reaches 14.7%
compared to 13.7% in the benchmark. This is due to a higher CH4
conversion, while the CO2 conversion stays the same. Enlarging the
mixing zone in the LSW configuration slightly enhances the CO2 con
version but reduces the CH4 conversion, resulting in a small drop of the
total conversion to 14%.
Using the ‘short’ orientation of the reactor again results in slightly
better results. The SSN configuration reaches a total conversion of 16%,
while the SSW configuration performs even better, with 18% total
conversion. This is probably again due to the lower gas velocity, but in
addition, the S orientation allows for a larger mixing zone, resulting in
more conversion upon mixing, at the more optimal ‘around 1:1′ ratios.
It is interesting to note that even these short mixing zones allow suffi
cient reaction between the CO2 and CH4 decomposition products, as is
evident by the lack of O2 in the outlet.
Finally, we see somewhat higher product formation, and the pro
duct ratios slightly shift towards higher carbon numbers, while the
energy cost drops to 1.26 kWh/mol.
4. Discussion
The results in section 3 have shown that definite improvements on
both conversion and product composition are possible by changing the
reactor geometry. The most likely optimal configuration would be an
SGA reactor with optimised (more) side-inlets, preferably with CH4 as
the main gas and CO2 as the co-reactant. Extra tests with slightly altered
CO2:CH4 mixing ratio towards 3:1 could improve the conversion even
more.
A lot of research has been performed on improving the performance
of DBD reactors through different strategies, but to our knowledge with
no major steps forward of bringing DBD plasma technology closer to
industrial use (e.g. [7–18]). The hypothesis of our work was that more
drastic improvements to the reactor design could offer a leap forward to
further advance from. We have shown how reactor geometry and gra
dual addition of the reactant gases can significantly alter the perfor
mance of a DBD plasma reactor and the product composition, while still
using the same feed, but the actual conversion and energy cost im
provements are still limited compared to the reference reactor. There
fore, we have to conclude that despite the interesting findings of our
work, even bigger improvements are required to make DBD plasmabased DRM a competing technology.
The question arises whether knowledge from this work can be
transferred to other gas mixtures. Our findings from section 3.1 can
indeed be transferred, because in these configurations fundamental
“plasma properties”, i.e. reaction time and plasma density, are varied.
Our findings from section 3.2, on the other hand, apply to individual
reactions and mixing behaviours of the individual gasses, and therefore,
these results cannot simply be transferred to other chemical
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temperatures, so that the thermal dissociation reactions are also faster.
On the other hand, the higher temperature also reduces the over
population of the vibrational levels. Moreover, it is less straightforward
to integrate catalysts in these warm plasmas, due to their higher tem
peratures; hence, for plasma catalysis, DBD plasmas are much better
suited.
We believe that overall the optimal plasma reactor should combine
a high conversion with high energy efficiency, and be compatible with
catalysts, to provide high product selectivity. The conversion should be
enhanced by increasing the fraction of gas treated by the plasma, i.e. by
smart plasma reactor design (including gas inlet/outlet), based on fluid
dynamics simulations, as demonstrated partly in this paper, as well as
in e.g. [48,49].
As far as the energy efficiency is concerned, in theory, the highest
values can be reached when the reduced electric field (i.e. electric field
divided by gas number density, typically expressed in Townsend, with
1 Td = 10−21 Vm2) in the plasma is around 50 Td or below, combined
with a high plasma power (to maximize vibrational excitation) and with
a low gas temperature (to minimize vibrational losses upon collision
with other gas molecules), or in other words, a strong vibrationaltranslational (VT) non-equilibrium [50]. However, both experiments
and modelling have revealed that in warm plasmas at (sub)atmospheric
pressure the conversion proceeds mainly by thermal reactions, and the
vibrational distribution is in equilibrium with the gas temperature (VTequilibrium) [40–45,50–52]. DBD plasmas operate at much lower
temperature, so they could in theory give rise to more pronounced VT
non-equilibrium, if they can operate at a reduced electric field that
promotes vibrational excitation. However, DBD reactors typically op
erate at reduced electric fields above 200 Td, where the electron energy
is rather used for other processes than vibrational excitation of the
molecules. Hence, major research efforts should be devoted, e.g. by
designing new power supplies, to tune DBD conditions into producing
the right reduced electric field (and thus electron energy) for max
imizing vibrational excitation. This is, however, beyond the scope of
our present paper.
Finally, in terms of product selectivity, when targeting higher hy
drocarbons or oxygenates, the plasma will need to be combined with
catalysts, because otherwise the DRM reaction will mainly produce
syngas. For this purpose, plasma reactors must be designed to enable
optimised transport of plasma species to the catalyst surface, and DBD
plasmas are in general most suited for this. However, in addition, cat
alysts must be developed which are suited for surface reactions of re
active plasma species (i.e. radicals, electronically and vibrationally
excited molecules, electrons, ions). These catalysts are most likely dif
ferent from thermal catalysts. Therefore, more insight in the plasmacatalyst interactions is crucial for designing catalysts tailored to the
plasma environment [53,54].
In conclusion, plasma-based DRM is quite promising, but the com
plex mechanisms require more fundamental investigations towards the
optimum plasma reactor configuration. We believe that modellingbased plasma reactor design is key to realize these goals.

(allowing more reaction of the plasma components) as a result of the
wider cross section, because all other parameters, including the re
sidence time, are kept constant.
Subsequently we modified the length of the reaction zone by
changing the electrode length, and we varied the operating parameters
(total gas flow rate and power), resulting in various parameters being
kept constant or varied, i.e. residence time, specific energy input (SEI),
and power surface density (PSD). Concentrating the same amount of
power on a smaller electrode (hence higher PSD), while maintaining the
same flow rate (constant SEI, but shorter residence time), cannot im
prove the conversion, because the higher PSD cannot compensate for
the shorter residence time. Further permutations of flow rate and
power, by either proportionally varying them or keeping them constant,
thereby affecting the residence time, SEI, and PSD, showed that the
power has a more important effect than the flow rate in determining the
SEI. The same power and residence time, but shorter electrode length
and thus higher PSD, significantly enhanced the conversion (up to 30%
for an electrode length four times smaller than the standard length, i.e.
25 vs. 100 mm), but at the expense of a higher energy cost (i.e.
2.96 kWh/mol at 25 mm electrode length, and 1.63 kWh/mol at
100 mm electrode length).
Varying the CO2:CH4 ratio in the standard (benchmark) geometry
revealed that the optimum ratio is between 6:1 and 3:1, and up to 1:1,
due to more optimal kinetics at these ratios. This information was very
valuable to investigate the effect of both separate and gradual addition
of one of the gases. Indeed, the latter shifts the local gas mixing ratios
while still maintaining an overall 1:1 ratio as input in the reactor.
Our results show that gradual addition of one of the gases, i.e. via 14
side inlets along the length of the reactor, improves the conversion, but
the extent of the improvement highly depends on which gas is used as
main gas and added gas (generally higher with CH4 as main gas), as
well as on the long (LGA) or short (SGA) orientation of the reactor
(effect by CO2 as main gas). Pre-activation of the main gas, by delaying
a separate side addition of the other gas via one pair of side inlets,
showed improvements when CH4 was used as the main gas, although
we did not see a significant influence of the position of the inlet. Total
conversions up to 19.2% were obtained in this way at the same stan
dard conditions as the benchmark (yielding only 13.7%), while the EC
was improved in the same way, from 1.63 kWh/mol for the benchmark,
down to 1.17 kWh/mol for these modifications of gradual or separate
gas addition through only one set of inlets.
Finally, pre-activation of the separate gases by using inlets from
opposite sides in the reactor, with last-minute mixing of the products,
was evaluated as an extreme case of separate addition. Improved con
versions up to 18% were found, depending on the orientation and size
of the mixing zone. No negative effects were noticed, despite the short
time of reactant mixing.
These results show that improvements in the DBD reactor perfor
mance for DRM can be made by simple variations in the geometry of the
DBD reactor, especially by varying the way of combining the reactants.
Nevertheless, the improvements shown for this DBD reactor config
uration remain limited, and larger improvements are required to make
DBD plasma-based DRM a competing technology.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we present a novel multi-inlet/outlet parallel plate
DBD plasma reactor that we have designed to achieve different gas flow
and mixing patterns, and to quickly change the geometry of the reaction
volume. This allows us to investigate how the shape and length of the
reaction zone, gradual gas addition, and the method of mixing CO2 and
CH4 can influence the conversion, energy cost, and product composi
tion of dry reforming of methane (DRM).
First we presented the results of a benchmark reactor (long pathway
L configuration, with one inlet and outlet for both gases combined),
yielding a total conversion of 13.7%. Using the same reactor dimensions
but in the short orientation (S configuration) can slightly improve the
conversion up to 14.9%, which is attributed to the lower gas velocities
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